
DISASTER
RECOVERY

data protection

FASTER RECOVERY 
WHEN DISASTER STRIKES

ALWAYS
AVAILABLE

Assured’s DR team is 

available 24 hours a day, 

365 days a year.

CLEAN 
ROOM

Isolated networking to 

ensure a secure and clean 

environment. 

RECOVERY
SCOPE

Upon issue identification and 

remediation, the team will revert 

you back to a steady state.

RUBRIK
CLOUD

Assured recovers production 

workloads within its secure 

Rubrik Cloud.

Through our partnership with Rubrik’s largest and most 

established MSP, Assured Data Protection, we provide 

scalable backup, disaster recovery and business continuity 

solutions for most SaaS and cloud-based applications 

including M365 and Salesforce. Assured Data Protection 

helps us operationalize Rubrik’s Zero Trust Security Solutions, 

delivering data security and protection to customers of any 

size, in over 50 countries worldwide. 

Assured’s managed service solutions are built on Rubrik’s 

Cloud Data Management Platform alongside threat hunting 

and response. Assured’s ProtectView management platform 

allows us to provides a single view into the entire backup 

environment ensuring resiliency against data loss, natural 

disasters, and cyber attacks.

SECURE REPLICATION

Assured’s RecoverView platform enables automated 

orchestrated recovery for DR testing and live invocation. A 

DR test will be performed annually with full documentation to 

meet audit and compliance requirements.

Assured hosts all the main hypervisors enabling a like-for-like 

recovery environment. DR workshops are held to ensure a 

comprehensive and automated disaster recovery plan, in line 

with your business expectations.

RECOVERY PLATFORM

Replicate your encrypted backup data to one of Assured’s 

global data centers, providing a geographically separated 

copy of your critical data. Leverage Assured’s Rubrik Cloud 

as your DR platform, removing the need for a secondary data 

center.

AUTOMATED RECOVERY

Sequentex, Inc. is a pioneering woman-owned technology

company that specializes in crafting integrated solutions

to propel organizations forward.



(0800) 061 4298

SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE

ENSURE RESILIENCY
AGAINST CYBER THREATS

23.2.1.DR.US

Access for end users can be achieved in a variety of ways to 

suit your specific requirements. This can include IPSEC Site-

to-Site VPN, multiple IPSEC tunnels, end user VPN clients, 

SD-WAN and fully tailored VDI.

END USER 
ACCESS

Recover to any point in time on-premises or from the replica 

in the DR data center. Typically, this is the latest version, 

however, you can bring back earlier versions just as quickly in 

the case of ransomware. 

RECOVERY POINT 
OBJECTIVE - RPO

Instantly recover your data on-premises or to the dedicated 

cloud DR environment using your preconfigured, automated 

runbooks. 

RECOVERY TIME 
OBJECTIVE - RTO

Recover from ransomware and other cyber attacks, to 

Assured’s Rubrik Cloud. Identify a known good point and 

recover to a clean environment. 

RANSOMWARE 
REMEDIATION

www.sequentex.com

info@sequentex.com

561-600-1321




